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Visibility * techniques and applications

Optimized occlusion culling using "ve-dimensional subdivision
Craig Gotsman1, Oded Sudarsky*, Je!rey A. Fayman
Virtue Ltd., P.O. Box 199, 30200 Tirat Carmel, Israel

Abstract
We describe an algorithm for occlusion culling by visibility preprocessing. The algorithm intelligently partitions the
"ve-dimensional viewing parameter space using a 5D tree (a k-D tree with k"5), such that each leaf of the tree contains
a reference to a subset of the n scene objects. The visibility of each of the objects is determined using a ray-casting
procedure. We show how to minimize the number of rays cast in order to achieve a reliable estimate of the visibility
relations, and how to e$ciently code the resulting 5D tree. ( 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Occlusion culling; k-D trees; 5D spatial subdivision

1. Introduction
Three-dimensional computer animation is fraught
with an intrinsic dilemma. On the one hand, attractive,
highly detailed images require very large scene models.
On the other hand, the graphic rendering of these models
can take an excessively long time, even with hardware
support such as a Z-bu!er. Long rendering times are
especially undesirable in interactive applications, which
optimally require a video rate of at least 25}30 frames.
Higher-performance hardware alone may be insu$cient to solve this problem. As we have witnessed over the
past several years, enhanced performance is countered by
higher user expectations and software demands. When
hardware becomes available that allows, say, a furnished
room to be modeled at su$cient detail and rendered with
adequate speed, users will wish to interact with a whole
apartment instead of a single room. If this becomes
feasible, then entire buildings, neighbourhoods, cities, or
countries will be wanted. Hardware improvements typi-
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cally provide only a constant-factor speedup, which may
not su$ce to meet this ever-increasing demand.
The solution lies in output sensitivity. An output-sensitive calculation is one whose runtime depends (usually
linearly) only on the size of its output, not on the input.
(In fact, the runtime may depend sub-linearly on the
input size. A typical output-sensitive algorithm's runtime
can be O(m#log n), where n is the input size and m is the
output size.) The number of samples required to render
an image of a model should depend only on the image
resolution (and on any multi-sampling scheme in e!ect,
e.g. for anti-aliasing), not on the model's complexity.
Since the number of scene primitives that can contribute
to the image is limited, output-sensitive rendering can
(at least theoretically) deal with arbitrarily large scenes.
Similarly, due to its "xed size, the image can only be
a!ected by a limited portion of the model and a limited
number of dynamic object motions. Therefore, output
sensitivity can reduce the amount of information that
needs to be communicated from server to client in a
networked environment.
Output-sensitive rendering can be achieved by three
complementary techniques: occlusion culling [1}6],
level-of-detail control (e.g. [7]) and impostors (e.g. [8]).
Occlusion culling (also called visibility culling or outputsensitive visibility calculation) "nds the visible parts of
the scene without wasting time on the occluded parts, not
even to determine that they are occluded. Occlusion
culling techniques usually perform view frustum culling
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too: Parts of the scene that are outside the "eld of view
are also discarded quickly. Level-of-detail control replaces
visible parts of the scene model that subtend a very small
screen-space area with simpler objects that are faster
to render. Impostors are texture-mapped, geometrically
simple objects (usually just #at rectangles) that replace
distant geometry.
Occlusion culling is generally e!ective in densely occluded scenes, for example, indoor architectural scenes
and CAD/CAM models, where a large portion of the
model is hidden. On the other hand, level-of-detail control and impostors contribute mostly in wide-open,
sparsely occluded situations, such as outdoor scenes, in
which many of the objects are seen at a distance. In
practice, general scenes require a combination of all
techniques. Outdoors, one might see the outsides of some
complex buildings, most of whose inner structure is occluded; indoors, open landscape may be seen through
windows.
Occlusion culling is fundamentally di!erent from
view-frustum culling. In view-frustum culling, the determining relationship is that between the viewer and the
polygon to be culled. To cull a polygon because of
occlusion involves determining the spatial relationship
between the viewer, the polygon, and other polygons in
the scene. For this reason, occlusion culling algorithms
are generally more complicated than view-frustum culling algorithms, and they are very sensitive to the scene
being dynamic.
Occlusion culling algorithms typically use some spatial
data structure to divide the scene's space into smaller
volumes. Many algorithms employ a hierarchical structure, e.g., an octree or a binary space partitioning tree
(BSP tree). However, the structure does not have to be
a hierarchy in the strict sense of the word. For example, it
may be a directed acyclic graph, and sibling nodes do not
have to represent disjoint regions of space.

2. Occlusion culling
The earliest mentions of occlusion culling were by
Jones [9] and Clark [27], who did not report any implementation or empirical results.
The "rst practical algorithm for occlusion culling was
described by Airey et al. [11], who coined the phrase
potentially visible set } PVS. They suggested to partition
the 3D model space into cells, and to compute (o%ine,
e.g. by ray-casting) for each cell a PVS } a list of polygons
that might be visible from at least one viewpoint in the
cell. When rendering the scene from a given viewpoint, it
su$ces to render just those polygons in the PVS of the
cell containing the viewpoint. This alogirthm is obviously
conservative, since many polygons will be rendered unnecessarily, but the set of rendered polygons will hopefully still be signi"cantly smaller than the total number of

polygons in the scene, resulting in accelerated rendering.
The conservatism may be reduced by increasing the number of cells, at the expense of more o%ine computing time
and storage space for the PVSs. The required computing
time is O( f 3) and the storage is O( f 2), where f is the
number of major occluders.
Teller et al. [5,12,13] enhanced the basic PVS technique by partitioning the scene into cells, and de"ning
portals between the cells. For each cell, they precompute
which of the other cells are potentially visible through
sequences of portals. During rendering, they ignore all
geometry outside the cells which are visible from the one
containing the viewpoint. These techniques are ill suited
to scenes other than indoor architecture. Furthermore,
they require the model's major occluders (e.g. a building's
walls, #oors and ceilings) to be distinguished from its
detail objects (e.g. furniture). Making this distinction
manually precludes using these techniques in an automated batch process, and "nding a general heuristic that
makes this distinction automatically and properly for all
architectural models is non-trival. The cell intervisibility
relationship can also occupy too much memory and take
too long to calculate.
Luebke and Georges [14] use cells and portals too.
However, they avoid the time and space required to
precalculate the entire cell intervisibility relationship by
estimating the required part of the relationship at run
time, based on the portals' screen-space projections. The
other drawbacks of cells-and-portals techniques remain,
namely unsuitability to scenes other than indoor architecture and the di$culty in recognizing major occluders.
Green et al. [2,15] introduced an output-sensitive variant of image-space Z-bu!ering. This algorithm, called the
hierarchical Z-bu!er, uses an octree as its spatial data
structure. It also employs a Z-pyramid } a multi-resolution Z-bu!er. The drawback of the hierarchical Z-bu!er
algorithm is that the Z-pyramid it requires is too ine$cient to maintain in software. Hardware Z-pyramids are
still very rare and expensive: They are o!ered only in the
latest SGI workstations, models 320 and 540.
Greene [16] also presented another image-space occlusion culling algorithm. This algorithm is more involved than hierarchical Z-bu!ering, requiring a BSP
tree to be constructed inside each octree leaf.
Meagher [17] developed an image-space occlusion
culling algorithm for volumetric data. It resembles hierarchical Z-bu!ering in many ways, but is unsuitable for
polygonal scenes.
Coorg and Teller [1], Hudson et al. [3] and Zhang
et al. [6] introduced occlusion culling algorithms. While
these algorithms are fundamentally di!erent, what they
have in common is that they "nd, in preprocessing, which
scene polygons that are expected to be good occluders.
These algorithms are conservative, i.e., they might misclassify some occluded geometry as visible, but not
vice versa. They may fail to take advantage of some
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occlusions, e.g., accumulated occlusions by multiple
small primitives. For example, in a brick wall, each brick
does not obscure much, so all the bricks are disregarded,
hence the occlusion by the entire wall is not utilized.
Occluder fusion does not solve this problem: For the
bricks to be fused they have to be considered occluders,
but since membership in the potentially good occluder
set is determined on a polygon-by-polygon basis, none of
the bricks is considered an occluder.
Naylor [4] presented a projection algorithm that renders scenes represented as BSP trees. This algorithm is
output-sensitive, provided the BSP tree was constructed
using a set of optimization heuristics [18]. However, the
projection algorithm's practical performance is unsatisfactory, because it performs numerous #oating-point operations at run-time, and it fails to take advantage of
hardware resources such as Z-bu!ering.

3. Our approach
We advocate an approach similar to that of Airey et al.
[11], partitioning the view space into cells, and maintaining for each cell of the partition a list of visible entities.
Whereas Airey et al. maintained lists of visible polygons,
we follow Plantinga [19] and maintain lists of visible
objects (logical sets of polygons) } the cell's visibility list.
Plantinga's method partitions the view space into twodimensional (2D) cells, assumes the existence of a small
set of dominant occluders and is based on the computation of all visual events among the occluders. In our
approach, the view space, i.e. the space of all possible
viewing rays, is "ve-dimensional (5D): Three dimensions
(x, y and z) de"ne the location of a ray's origin, and two
(h and /) de"ne its direction. The three spatial dimensions are limited to some multiple of the scene bounding
box, and the two angular dimensions are bounded by
de"nition. This 5D space is partitioned hierarchically
using a 5D tree, i.e., a k-D tree with k"5. The partitioning is guided by the heuristic described in the next
section.
The cells are the leaves of the 5D tree. They do not
necessarily tend to coincide with a building model's
rooms (as do those of the cells-and-portals approach),
because object visibility may vary considerably within
a room.
Five-dimensional view space partitioning was "rst
proposed by Arvo and Kirk [10] for accelerating raytracing by taking advantage of ray coherence, and later
improved by Simiakakis and Day [20] and Kwon et al.
[21]. Recent work by Cohen-Or et al. [22] uses similar
methods for occlusion culling, but is limited to convex
occluders and a uniform partitioning of the view space.
Independently of our work, Wang et al. [23] perform an
adaptive subdivision of the view space, and their method
is very similar to the method presented here. Using
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N cells of view space in a scene of n objects will require
O(Nn) computing time and O(n log n) storage space, as
will be demonstrated later.
Object visibility from a cell in 5D space may be determined by a statistical sampling process, as proposed by
Airey et al. [11]. A given cell's visibility list is constructed
by casting rays at each object. The rays originate at
random points distributed uniformly throughout the
cell's 3D extent, and are cast at points chosen on the
target object's surface at random with a uniform distribution, as long as they are within the 2D angular extent of
the 5D cell. The objective is to determine whether a given
object is signi"cantly visible from any point in the cell. By
signi"cant, we mean that a non-negligible portion of its
surface area is visible from the cell. A number of rays are
cast from points in the cell to points on the object, and
the decision as to whether the object is visible or not is
made after collecting evidence upon which a decision can
be based with su$cient con"dence. This is a statistical
sampling process, so it su!ers from the drawback of this
type of process } the wrong decision may be made, i.e. an
object may be included in the cell's visibility list even
though it is invisible, and vice versa. The former is not
fatal, but the latter is more serious. It can lead to the
rendering of the wrong image, since objects may be
missing. A major challenge is to minimize this type of
error. Obviously, the price to pay for this is the casting of
more rays.
Our ray casting procedure is quite standard, using an
octree data structure for the geometry [24] to accelerate
the ray traversal. The octree is constructed once at the
beginning of the process, based on the scene geometry.

4. Building the 5D tree
We now describe the process through which we build
the 5D tree of visibility lists. The process recursively
increases the depth of the tree, choosing to partition a leaf
to two new leaves only if it is e!ective. By e!ective, we
mean that the visibility lists of the two new leaves are
signi"cantly di!erent. Candidate partitions are examined, and the most e!ective one is adopted only if its
e!ectiveness exceeds a threshold. Assume the cell C may
be partitioned to cells A and B, whose 5D volumes are
vol(A) and vol(B), respectively, and whose visibility lists
are vis(A) and vis(B), respectively. Note that vol is a scalar
function, and vis a vector function. The e!ectiveness of
this partition may be measured by

C

DC

Dvis(A) W vis(B)D
E+ (A, B)" 1!
Dvis(C)D

D

Dvol(A)!vol(B)D
1!
.
vol(C)

The "rst term of the product measures the gain in culling
power due to the partition, i.e. how well it separates the
visible objects into two disjoint sets. The second term
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measures the balance of the partition; it avoids generating lopsided tress that might take longer to search
through at runtime. The e!ectiveness is maximal (1) in
the ideal case where the visibility lists of A and B are
disjoint and the volumes of A and B are equal, such that
half the objects visible from C are visible from A, and the
others visible only from B.
For a given C, "nding the optimal partition is a nontrivial optimization problem. Assuming a su$cient number of polygons are visible from C itself, we proceed by
examining a number of candidate planes in each dimension. These planes are the planes of bounding boxes of
objects located in the 3D spatial subcell of the 5D cell.
For each plane, a rough estimate of vis(A) and vis(B) is
computed by a relatively small number of sample rays.
This number of rays would de"nitely not be enough to
reliably estimate the contents of vis(A) or vis(B), but they
are enough to estimate E+ (A, B). To speed up the calculation, rays are cached and re-used to evaluate E+ (A, B)
for di!erent candidate partitioning planes of C.

th(1!t)r~h dt"b(h#1, r!h#1)
t/sthresh h
]b (S
, h#1, r!h#1)
inc thresh
and the likelihood of O being invisible is

5. The SPRT optimization

¸
"
invisible

The main cost of the visibility preprocessing is the time
required for ray casting to compute the visibility lists in
the 5D tree leaves. If not carefully monitored and optimized, many rays have to be cast, resulting in prohibitive
runtimes. This time should be minimized by casting as
few rays as possible. Given a cell C and an object O, how
many rays must be cast in order to determine with
su$cient con"dence whether O is visible or not?
Assume that a fraction s of O's surface area is visible
from some point in C. That is, if a ray's origin point is
chosen in C at random with a uniform distribution, and if
the ray's target point is chosen on O's surface at random
with a uniform distribution, then the probability of the
ray hitting O before any other object is s. In practice,
s should exceed a threshold s
for O be considered
thresh
visible. s
is chosen to be su$ciently small such that
thresh
a visible object which has erroneously been classi"ed as
invisible might only be observed from a negligible fraction of the possible viewpoints, and only a very small
portion of its surface might be seen.
De"ne the Bernoulli random variable <(s) to be 1 with
probability s, 0 otherwise. By de"nition of s, any ray with
origin p chosen randomly in C, along with a random
point q on O's surface, will hit O with probability s, so is
a sample of <(s). The main question then becomes: If s is
unknown, how many samples must be collected before
we can decide whether s's
or not with su$cient
thresh
con"dence? Note that if sAs
, the number of samples
thresh
required for this purpose may be signi"cantly less than
that required to estimate the true value of s reliably (since
we are not interested in the exact value of s, rather if s is
su$ciently di!erent from s
). The answer to this questhresh

tion, of course, depends on the sample results, so a stopping criterion is required. This is known as the sequential
probability ratio test (SPRT) in sequential analysis [25].
In short, this may be described as follows. Given two
disjoint and complementary events, and a sequence of
observations, which of the events has occurred, given
those observations? If the events are approximately
equally likely, given the observations, we cannot decide,
and have to continue sampling. In our case, the sequence
of observations is just the number of ray hits and misses,
and the events are O being visible or invisible. Let r be the
number of rays cast so far, h the number of hits, and r!h
the number of misses. h follows a binomial distribution
with probability s. The likelihood of O being visible is

P AB
1

¸
"
visible

r

P AB
sthresh r

th(1!t)r~h dt"b(h#1, r!h#1)
t/0 h
](1!b (S
, h#1, r!h#1)),
inc thresh
where b(z, w) is the well-known beta function, which can
be tabulated:

P

1
tz~1(1!t)w~1 dt
0
and b (x, z, w) is the incomplete beta function, which also
inc
can be tabulated:

b(z, w)"

P

1
x
b (x, z, w)"
tz~1(1!t)w~1 dt.
inc
b(z, w)
0
The procedure continues as long as ¸
and
visible
¸
are relatively similar, i.e.
invisible
¸
B) visible )A,
¸
invisible
where A and B are some con"dence parameters.
As an example, if S
"0.01, A"50, B"0.2 and
thresh
s"0.1, the following sequence of eleven samples
(0"miss, 1"hit) will stop and decide (correctly) that
the object is visible: 00001000011. Note that the procedure does not stop after the "rst or second hit, because this
does not necessarily indicate that the object's visibility
exceeds the threshold of 0.01, since there were four misses
before the "rst and another four before the second, that
would seem to indicate the opposite.
It is worth mentioning that this model assumes a priori
(before any rays have been cast) that s is distributed
uniformly in the interval [0, 1]; hence, for a (typically)
small S
, the prior probability that O is visible is very
thresh
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large (1!S
), and many ray misses are required to
thresh
conclude the opposite. For models in which occlusion
culling is bene"cial, many objects are occluded, so this
a priori model is not necessarily accurate, resulting in
longer computation times to decide that an object is
occluded. A more realistic prior model would reduce this.

6. Coding the visibility tree
The visibility trees that result from our 5D subdivision
process tend to be prohibitively large. In this section we
describe a method for coding these trees e$ciently.
Methods of coding binary trees containing visibility information, albeit with a di!erent structure, may be found
in [26].
The root of the 5D visibility tree represents the entire
viewing space, from which the entire scene is visible. The
leaves of the tree represent subsets of the viewing space,
from which subsets of the scene objects are visible. Recursively, by de"nition, an internal node of the tree represents the subset of the viewing space that is the union of
the subsets represented by its descendants. The same is
true for the visibility lists. Each leaf may be coded as
a bitset, a binary word of n bits, where the ith bit is 1 i!
the ith scene object is visible (i.e. present in the visibility
list). The information contained in the binary 5D tree is
the subdivision dimension and value for each internal
node and the visibility bitset for each leaf. The straightforward way to code this tree is to traverse the tree
recursively in some regular order, to dedicate a bit per
node to denote whether the node is internal or a leaf, and,
depending on the value of this bit, to code the subdivision
dimension and value or the bitset. The former is 3#q
bits, where q is a constant quantization parameter, and
the latter n bits. The dominant component of the code is
the visibility bitsets information.
A more sophisticated, and compact, way of coding the
visibility information tree is to code a bitset also for
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internal tree nodes. However, since the sets v(B) and v(C)
associated with sibling nodes B and C are subsets of the
set v(A) associated with their parent node A, it is possible
to code v(B) and v(C) relative to the yagged bits of v(A),
i.e. code v(A), and then v(B)[v(A)] and v(C)[v(A)]. Speci"cally, if some bit of v(A) is 0, then the corresponding bits
of v(B) and v(C) are necessarily 0 too, so they need not be
coded. If v(A) contains m bits, of which k are #agged, the
total length of the three codewords will be m#2k bits.
This method requires more bitsets to be coded (approximately twice as many as the straightforward method),
but their size, and therefore their code length, will decrease geometrically as their depth in the tree increases,
so a signi"cant saving is still to be expected.
A possible improvement on this coding method is to
take advantage of the fact that there is a connection also
between the sets v(B) and v(C). Assume w.l.o.g that v(B)
is lighter (has fewer #agged bits) than v(C). Since
v(A)"v(B)Xv(C), then v(C) contains at least the complement of v(B). Now since v(B) and v(C) are relatively
disjoint, it will be bene"cial to code v(A), then v(B)[v(A)]
as before, and then v(C)[v(B)[v(A)]]. Speci"cally, if some
bit in v(A) is 1, and the corresponding bit in v(B) is 0, then
the corresponding bit in v(C) is necessarily 1, so it need
not be coded. The total length of the three codewords will
be m#k#l, where l is the number of #agged bits in v(B).
Obviously, l(k.
The following example illustrates the three bitset
coding methods. Suppose that node A is the parent of
nodes B and C, and that their visibility bitsets are
v(A)"0111000, v(B)"0011000 and v(C)"0101000 (see
Fig. 1). In the "rst, straightforward coding scheme, no
bitset is coded for node A, because it is an internal node.
For nodes B and C, the bitsets v(B)"0011000 and
v(C)"0101000 are coded (see Fig. 2). All told, the code's
length is 14 bits for the visibility bitsets. (This excludes
the bits used to indicate whether a node is a leaf or
internal, and, in the latter case, the subdivision dimension
and value.)

Fig. 1. Example visisbility bitsets v(A), v(B) and v(C).

Fig. 2. The "rst coding method: v(B) and v(C).
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The
second
scheme
codes
v(A)"0111000,
v(B)[v(A)]"011 and v(C)[v(A)]"101 (see Fig. 3), for
a total of 13 bits. Under the third coding scheme, the
code includes v(A)"0111000, v(B)[v(A)]"011 and
v(C)[v(B)[v(A)]]"01 (see Fig. 4), a total of 12 bits.
In this simple example, the saving in the code length
may appear quite modest. However, the savings are expected to be greater in real-world scene models. The
reason is that the visibility tree would normally be coded
for signi"cantly occluded scenes, such as architecture or
mechanical CAD models with numerous hidden internal
parts (otherwise there is not much point in occlusion
culling). The visibility bitsets would therefore be sparse,
i.e. contain many 0 bits. Thus, the second scheme's code
would be much shorter than "rst schemes's. The third
scheme is expected to yield signi"cant further improvement because the partition between B and C is heuristically chosen so as to maximize the di!erence between
v(B) and v(C). This minimizes the number of `wasteda
bits, which are 1 in both v(B) and v(C).
To estimate the order of magnitude of the visibility tree
code size in each method, consider the ideal case, in
which every pair of sibling tree nodes has disjoint visibility bitsets. Assume there are n objects in the scene (where
n is a power of 2), and that the tree has n leaves such that
exactly one object is visible from each leaf. Then by
the "rst method, the code in n2 bits long: for each of
the n leaves there is a bitset with n bits. (Again, we ignore
the bits that indicate which nodes are internal, the split
dimension and the split value.) By the second method, the
code has n bits for the root, n bits for each of its two
immediate children, n/2 bits for each of the four nodes on
the next level,2, and two bits for each of the n leaves;
altogether:
n
n
1 ) n#2 ) n#4 ) #8 ) #2#n ) 2
2
4
hgggggigggggj
log n times
2

"n#2n log n bits.
2
The third method codes n bits for the root, n bits for one
of the root's two immediate children and n/2 bits for its

sibling, n/2 bits each for two of the four nodes on the next
level and n/4 bits each for the other two nodes on that
level,2, two bits each for n/2 of the n leaves and one bit
each for the other n/2 leaves:

A B A

B

A

B

n
n
n
n
n
1 ) n# n# # 2 ) #2 ) #2# ) 2# ) 1
2
2
4
2
2
hggggggggiggggggggj
log n times
2

"n#11n log n bits.
2
2
Hence the namK ve coding method requires O(n2) storage,
and the more sophisticated methods require O(n log n)
storage.

7. The runtime stage
Once the 5D tree has been constructed, it is possible to
quickly "nd the set of objects that are visible from a given
range of viewpoints and viewing directions. The search
procedure is recursive; it commences at the 5D tree's
root, and terminates at some of its leaves. At an inner
node of the 5D tree, the search continues at one or both
children, depending on the intersections between the
children's 5D ranges and the given range of viewpoints
and viewing direction. The visibility bitsets of all the 5D
tree leaves reached are united to obtain the set of potentially visible objects.
If visibility is desired from a single viewpoint, rather
than from a range of viewpoints, a small 3D box is
constructed around the given point, and the search procedure proceeds as described above.

8. Experimental results
The algorithms described in the previous sections
have been implemented into a working system. In fact,
they are the heart of a commercial occlusion culling

Fig. 3. The second coding method: v(A), v(B)[v(A)] and v(C)[v(A)].

Fig. 4. The third coding method: v(A), v(B)[v(A)] and v(C)[v(B)[v(A)]].
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Fig. 5. Occlusion culling results on a room model: (a) shaded rendering of scene, (b) wire frame with occlusion culling switched o!, and
(c) wire frame with occlusion culling switched on.

SDK for polygonal scenes marketed by Virtue Ltd
(http://www.virtue3d.com).
One of the test scenes to which the implementation
was applied is a two-room apartment with 159 objects.

Fig. 5(a) shows a shaded view of inside this scene, looking
from the bedroom towards the living room. With occlusion culling switched o!, objects in the living room
behind the wall, e.g. furniture, are rendered (Fig. 5(b)).
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Turning occlusion culling on eliminates these objects
(Fig. 5(c)).
Description of the 159-object, 3061-polygon scene required 21 KB in zipped VRML97 format. The preprocessing took 20 min on a 200 MHz Pentium Pro with
128 MB of RAM. Here the 5D tree partition planes were
taken only from the three spatial dimensions, and the
lowest nodes then split at the end to eight angular intervals to form leaves. This resulted in a visibility tree
encoded (by the second of the three coding methods
discussed in Section 6) in 16 KB. The visibility lists in
the 1504 cells (tree leaves) contained 26 objects each on
the average. These results were obtained by instructing
the algorithm to attempt to split 5D tree nodes even if
only a single polygon was visible from them.
Not splitting each terminal node into eight angular
intervals resulted in a smaller tree containing 188 cells,

coded into 3.2 KB. The visibility lists in these tree leaves
contained 47 objects each on the average.
To test the visibility tree coding methods discussed in
Section 6, the "rst two coding methods were implemented and tried on the above-mentioned apartment
scene. The parameter settings were di!erent from those
listed above: k-D tree nodes were split only if at least 500
polygons were visible from them. The "rst, straightforward method (coding v(B) and v(C)) yielded a code size of
3263 bytes, whereas the code size using the second, more
sophisticated method (coding v(A), v(B)[v(A)] and
v(C)[v(A)]) was 2981 bytes. However, when the model
was replicated 18 times to create an apartment-block scene,
the code sizes (using the same parameter settings) were
73,053 and 24,618 bytes, respectively. This demonstrates
that the advantage of the second method, compared to
the "rst, is greater for bigger scenes with more occlusions.

Fig. 6. Occlusion culling results on a copy machine model (exterior view): (a) shaded rendering of scene, (b) wire frame with occlusion
culling switched o!, and (c) wire frame with occlusion culling switched on. Note the internal objects visible through the ventilation
grating.
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Fig. 7. Occlusion culling results on a copy machine model (interior view): (a) shaded rendering of scene, (b) wire frame with occlusion
culling switched o!, and (c) wire frame with occlusion culling switched on.

Another test scene was a model of a copy machine,
provided by Parametric Technologies Corporation. The
model contains 455,807 polygons in 1726 objects. Its
zipped VRML97 representation occupies 2635 KB, and
its 5D tree is stored in 231 KB using the "rst of the three
coding methods discussed in Section 6. In an exterior
view of the copy machine (see Fig. 6), 141 objects are
visible; in an interior view (see Fig. 7), 135 objects are
visible. The attained frame rate depends on the speci"c rendering platform (CPU type and clock speed, hardware graphics acceleration, etc.), but occlusion culling
generally provides approximately 10] speedup for this
model.

9. Conclusions and future work
Occlusion culling is, and remains, a major potential
source for optimization for developers of real-time 3D
applications. This paper described a practical method for
performing occlusion culling on static scenes using
object-space methods.
A few problems remain open: What is a realistic prior
model such that the resulting SPRT will be more e$cient? This is especially important, since it is expected to
signi"cantly reduce the preprocessing time, a concern for
large models. Cohen-Or et al. [22] have shown that in
typical scenes, the probability of an object being visible
decreases exponentially as a function of its distance from
the viewer, so this may be used to de"ne a more accurate
prior model. An alternative is to perform a rapid samp-

ling of the visibility relation between objects in the scene
before the visibility preprocessing, in order to gain
a rough prior model, and/or re"ne it during the visibility
preprocessing.
Another improvement, that can shorten the time required to construct the 5D tree, is to re-use rays that were
cast to determine an inner node's partitioning when deciding about its descendants' partitioning.
Fine tuning the heuristics for the 5D tree construction
may also be improved, a!ecting the size and e$ciency of
the tree.
One of the main advantages of our method is the
almost-trivial runtime support required to use the information generated during preprocessing, which means
that the occlusion culling overhead is negligible.
For very large models, it is recommended to combine
the methods described here with other techniques, such
as cell-and-portals decompositions, if possible. Each cell
may be preprocessed individually, and portals traversed
only if they are visible (as a special polygonal `objecta)
from the viewpoint. Indeed, this combination of different techniques is a feature in our commercial software
package.
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